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Edwin Jimenez/Getty Images If you've already done a marathon and you're running on a regular basis, you don't need to spend months preparing for your next marathon. Below is a 12-week marathon schedule that will get you racing ready and running to the fullest. Keep in mind that this schedule is not for anyone who is brand new to
work or haven't been working for the past few months. To start this workout schedule, you need to have a training base of about 20 miles per week and you should be able to work up to 10 miles comfortably at a time. If you're not quite at this level, you can try a longer marathon training program. Check out these marathon preparation
plans for different levels and longer training periods. Your training includes pace runs, running intervals, long runs, and easy run, which is all explained below. See the weekly chart (see below) for accurate details on how much work and at what pace. The schedule doesn't specify which day to run each workout, so it's up to you to decide
when you want to run them. But try to avoid running the pace of runs, interval running, and long runs on back-to-back days. You have to take a day off or do an easy run or cross-training in between. Tempo Run (TR): For running at pace you will start and finish with some miles at a light, comfortable pace. You have to run the pace to run
the pace part of the run at a speed that drops somewhere between the half marathon pace and the 10K pace of the race. If you are unsure of the right pace, you should work at a pace that feels comfortable hard, so the run starts easy but gradually becomes annoying. At the end of the pace you should feel glad you are stopping (or
slowing down) but you could continue if you had to. More advanced runners can always add on some extra miles to their workout or cool. Start interval (IR): The interval works repeats a certain distance (i.e. 400 m) at your 10K pace, and then recovery periods after each interval. For example, 5 x 800m at a 10K pace with a 90-second
recovery between them, would mean running a total of five 800m repetitions with 90 seconds running at an easy, pace of recovery between repetitions. Interval runs can be done anywhere, but it's easier to make them on the track. You must first warm up at a light pace. Then make intervals/recovery for a set number of repetitions. Finish
the intervals with a 10-minute chill. Long Run (LR): Some long runs will take place at a comfortable, conversational pace for a designated run. Others will be made at a certain pace, based on your target marathon pace (TMP). You can use the race time evaluator calculator to get an estimate of your marathon time using the recent time
from another race Easy Runs (ER) and Cross-Training: Cross-training or easy jogging can be done on other days of the week, as your schedule allows. It is recommended to take at least one full day of rest per week. Easy runs should be performed at a comfortable, conversational pace. Pace. Can be any activity other than running that
you enjoy, such as cycling, rowing, swimming, yoga, or strength training. You have to do activities with moderate intensity. Aim for at least one day of strength training a week; two days a week is even better. Your strengthening workout should not be too long or intense and may just be weight exercises like in this workout sample. Note:
Warm-up and cooling should also be done at a light pace. Run #1: Tempo run (TR): 1 mile easy pace for warm-up; 2 miles at pace; 1-mile cool (advanced runners: 3-4 miles at pace)Run #2: Run interval (IR): 10-minute warm-up; 8 x 400m at 10K pace with 90-second recovery (easy pace) between them; 10-minute cool run #3: Long Run
(LR): 10 miles at easy, comfortable pace Run #4: Easy Run (ER): 4 mile Run #1: TR: 2 miles of easy pace for warm-up; 2 miles at pace; 1-mile cool (advanced runners: 3-4 miles at pace)Run #2: IR: 10-minute warm-up; 5 x 800m at 10K temp with 90-second recovery between them; 10-minute #3: LR: 11 miles on TMP (target marathon
pace) - 30 seconds/mileRun #4: ER: 4 mile Run #1: TR: 2 miles easy pace to warm up; 2 miles at pace; 1-mile cool (advanced runners: 5-6 miles at pace)Run #2: IR: 10-minute warm-up; 5 x 800m at 10K temp with 90-second recovery between them; 10-minute #3: LR: 12 miles at easy, comfortable pace Run #4: ER: 4 mile Run #1: TR: 2
miles easy pace to warm up; 1 mile in pace; 1 mile easy; 1 mile in pace; 1-mile cool (advanced runners: 3-4 miles at pace)Run #2: IR: 10-minute warm-up; 4 x 1200m at 10K pace, with 400m recovery between them; 10-minute #3: LR: 13 miles on TMP and 30 seconds/mileRun #4: ER: 5 mile Run #1: TR: 2 miles at easy pace for warm-up;
3 miles in pace; 1-mile cool (advanced runners: 6-7 miles at pace)Run #2: IR: 10-minute warm-up; 6 x 800m at 10K pace, with a 90-second recovery between them; 10-minute cool run #3: LR: 12 miles at a light, comfortable pace, then finish with 2 miles on TMPRun #4: ER: 5 mile Run #1: TR: 1-mile easy pace for warm-up; 3 miles in
pace; 2-mile cool (advanced runners: 7-8 miles at pace)Run #2: IR: 10-minute warm-up; 10 x 400m at 10K temp with 90-second recovery between them; 10-minute #3: LR: 15 miles at easy, comfortable paceRun #4: ER: 5 mile Run #1: TR: 2-mile easy pace for warm-up; 3 miles in pace; 1-mile cool (advanced runners: 8-9 miles at
pace)Run #2: IR: 10-minute warm-up; 400m, 800m, 1200m, 1600m, 1200m, 800m, 400m at 10k pace, with 400m recovery in between; 10 minutes of cool run #3: LR: 16 miles on TMP 30 seconds / mileRun #4: ER: 5 mile Run #1: TR: 1-mile easy pace for warm-up; 3 miles in pace; 1-mile cool (advanced runners: 8-9 miles at pace)Run #2:
IR: 10-minute warm-up; 3 x 1600m at 10K pace, with 400m recovery between them; 10-minute #3: LR: 18 miles at a light, comfortable paceRun #4: ER: 4 mile Run #1: TR: 2-mile easy pace for 3 miles in pace; 5-minute cool (advanced runners: 9-10 miles at pace)Run #2: IR: 10-minute warm-up; 6 x 800m at 10K pace, with a 90-second
recovery between them; 10-minute #3: LR: 20 miles at easy, comfortable paceRun #4: ER: 3 mile Run #1: TR: 1-mile easy speed to warm up; 3 miles in pace; 5-minute cool (advanced runners: 9-10 miles at pace)Run #2: IR: 10-minute warm-up; 400m, 800m, 1200m, 1600m, 1200m, 800m, 400m at 10k pace, with 400m recovery in
between; 10 minutes cooldownRun #3: LR: 8 miles at a light, comfortable pace, then finish with 2 miles on TMPRun #4: ER: 3 mile Run #1: TR: 1-mile easy pace for warm-up; 3 miles in pace; 1-mile Cool (advanced runners: 6-8 miles at pace)Running #2: ER: 5 milesRun #3: LR: 6 miles easy paceRun #4: er: 3 mile Run #1: TR: 1-mile
easy pace for warm-up; 2 miles at pace; 1-mile cooldownRun #2: ER: 3 milesRun #3: ER: 2 Miles Doing weekly training runs is just part of your preparation for running a marathon. It is important that you mentally prepare yourself for the race by developing strategies to address the discomfort and mental problems that you will undoubtedly
experience. You should also make sure that you take care of yourself by getting a lot of sleep and practicing a healthy diet. If you experience pain that lasts more than 7 to 10 days, consult your doctor to determine possible causes and treatment. Thank you for your feedback! What do you care? Meet your fellow trainees: walkers of all
ages, from all over the country, with different levels of fitness that all make great strides in getting in shape, boosting their self-confidence, protecting their health, and having fun! To read their full profiles, just click on their names. Week 1: Katie Kackenmeister 25-year-old copy editor from Allentown, Pennsylvania I'm ready to go! Week 2:
Rosalie Toth is a 65-year-old retiree from Bethlehem, Pennsylvania I'd rather move than sit. Week 3: Lori McLaughlin is a 45-year-old research editor from Allentown, Pennsylvania I have no weight to lose, but now that I'm in the middle of life, it's important to set a big goal and meet it. Week 4: Beth Katcher is a 51-year-old
programmer/analyst from Newton, Massachusetts There is something about that marathon training schedule written in black and white that makes it law and tells me I should go outside and move! Week 5: Becky Ances 28-year-old founding editor, Moo-Cow Fan Club Magazine You should slug out the first few weeks feeling pain and tired,
but soon the amount of extra energy you get from walking is fantastic - and addictive! Read more Marathoners of the WeekBack to Marathon Central (pagebreak) Meet your fellow trainees: walkers of all ages, from all over the country, with different levels of fitness that make great strides in getting in shape, boosting their confidence in
protecting your health, and having fun! To read their full profiles, just click on their their 6: Patricia Smith is a 46-year-old librarian from Los Angeles, California Despite the fact that my athletic prowess is mostly fancy, I finally found a way out for it! Week 7: Joelle Junior is a 35-year-old copy manager from Somerville, N.J. I look at my
grandmother for inspiration. She's in her 80s and she's doing it twice a week, cycling in summer and running skis in winter - so I know I can definitely do this marathon! Week 8: Olinda Raynaud's 36-year-old wife and mother from Glen Allen, VA I recently stopped working. I have two girls, aged 5 and 7, and used to feel guilty if I exercised
instead of taking them. Now I have time to do it all. Week 9: Chris and Meg Evans Gartley are 32-year-old parents from Bethlehem, Pennsylvania We have three children under the age of 6, so besides when they sleep, we don't get much time for ourselves. This common goal gives us the opportunity to spend time together as well as get
back in shape. Week 10: Katie Collins is a 56-year-old nursing nurse from Silver Spring, MD For daily support I look forward to returning home from work and checking the Preventive Discussion Board. Sharing experiences eases the load! read more Marathoners of the WeekPrevious Marathoners of the WeekBack to Marathon Central
(pagebreak) Meet your fellow trainees: walkers of all ages, from all over the country, with different levels of fitness that make great strides in getting fit, increasing their self-confidence, protecting their health and having fun! To read their full profiles, just click on their names. Week 11: Susan Carlyle is a 45-year-old lawyer from London,
Ontario I do this marathon with my friend, Linda Bamberg, while she lives in Baltimore and we are going to spend separately... We have a weekly Monday morning call to whine about the aches and pains of our weekend workouts. Week 12: Joan Witter and Nancy Colgan, 51, and 57-year-olds from Osterville, Massachusetts, are
motivated by our landscapes. It is important to get out of treadmills and tracks and go out to where the landscape is interesting. Week 13: Kristin Schuette is a 43-year-old business developer from Marshall, Michigan When the April issue of Prevention came out, I was inspired to really step up to my training. I've found a new way to realize
my dream and even take it to the next level. Week 14: Debbie Cannes is a 55-year-old carer from Stephen City, Va. A year ago I couldn't walk from the parking lot to the grocery store without holding on to the basket - but that was 150 pounds ago. Week 15: Caroline Bollinger is a 33-year-old Editor of Prevent magazine from Brooklyn,
New Jersey... I don't exercise to keep in shape. I work because this is the ultimate steering mood for me. Previous Marathoners WeekMore Marathoners of the WeekBack to Marathon Central (pagebreak) meet their fellow trainees: pedestrians of all ages, from all over the country, with different levels training that all make great strides in
getting in shape, boosting their self-confidence by protecting them And have fun! To read their full profiles, just click on their names. Week 16: Pat T. Schuppin is a 46-year-old program manager working in men's prison from Gladstone, VA While everyone is facing stress in their lives, I face the daily stress (working in prison) that I try not to
take home with me. Week 17: Leigh Ann Lord is a 40-year-old human resources manager from Alexandria, VA Just being outside with my MP3 player cranking up some outrageous songs (the theme music to Gladiator really makes me move!), I believe I can push myself faster and longer than with any other sport. Week 18: Sandy
Hostetler is a 43-year-old director of the Microcomputers Lab from Murphysboro, Illinois I usually walk around at 5:30 a.m., and by doing it so early, I feel like I've already done something. I also use the time to think about the future day. Week 19: Sheila Spurlock-White is a 44-year-old Cheverly, MD registered nurse in the mornings, Rover,
my 16-month-old lab is my partner. It actually helps me sprint to increase my speed. Week 20: Linda Sellers is a 55-year-old office manager from Iowa City, IA I want my granddaughters to know that they can do anything and I want all women to know that they can do whatever they set their minds to do, whether physical, mental, or
otherwise. Read more Marathoners of the WeekPrevious Marathoners of the WeekBack to Marathon Central (pagebreak) Meet your fellow trainees: walkers of all ages, from all over the country, with different levels of fitness, who make great strides in getting fit, increasing their self-confidence, protecting their health and having fun! To
read their full profiles, just click on their names. Week 21: Lily Giuliano is a 39-year-old from Brick, N.J. Since I lost my brother-in-law to brain cancer and my stepfather from lung cancer, (I am acutely aware) of the fact that I am healthy, my legs to where I want them to be and I can breathe. Week 22: Dory Lawson is a 49-year-old from
Narragansett, RI I was an avid runner, and now that I can't do it (due to chronic pain in my hip and knee), I wanted to do something that would keep me outdoors, motivated and feeling positive. Week 23: MJ Drake is a 51-year-old from Danielsville, GEORGIA Exercise reminds me every day of time in my life when I thought I would never
walk again. I am grateful for every step I can take. Week 24: Christina Devlin is a 31-year-old human resources specialist from Coatesville, Pennsylvania I am doing this marathon in honor of my husband who currently serves abroad in Iraq in the U.S. Army Reserves. Week 25: Tommy Rafes 45-year-old science teacher from Ponder,
Texas In my efforts to motivate (my students) to a healthy lifestyle, I took a look at what I could do to improve my health. WeekMore Marathoners of the WeekBack to Marathon Central (pagebreak) meet their fellow trainees: pedestrians of all ages, from all over the country, with different levels of fitness, who all make great strides in getting
in shape, form, their self-confidence, protecting their health, and having fun! To read their full profiles, just click on their names. Week 26: MaryPat Scorzetti and Judy Moran are fortysomething friends from the Philadelphia, Pennsylvania area Many of our girlfriends said they are inspired when they see us walking next door. When they
hear that MaryPat, who describes herself as the most non-athletic woman in the world, who is as busy as the next woman making time to train for a marathon, it motivates them to find time for exercise as well. Week 27: Woody Martin is a 35-year-old teacher from Southampton, Pennsylvania I've always been in great shape until I was 30. I
gradually gained weight and topped by 223 pounds in June 2004. My doctor was concerned about my cholesterol, blood pressure and weight because heart disease works in my family, so I started exercising on a regular basis last summer... I'm now up to 180 pounds (10 pounds less than when I graduated from college), and my
cholesterol and BP are both lower, too. Week 28: Faith and Andrew Mayton is a masseur and pastor of Spring Hill United Methodist Church, Spring Hill, TN We are the highest five of each other when we enter we have never been this far away before the territory (from the song Conway Twitty), and we are also greeted by many cues and
waves from local passers-by from our community and church. Week 29: Rosemary Manning is the 55-year-old director of religious education I bring with me healthy food like banana, trail mix, or small bagel and cheese and apple. If I want to stop and look at the kind I do because the process is as important as the destination . Week 30:
Pocket Jackson is a 32-year-old portrait photographer I'm just an ordinary person living a normal life. If I can achieve my goal of finishing the marathon ... everyone can do it! Previous Marathoners of the WeekBack to Marathon Central This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide
their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io piano.io marathon training schedule 12 weeks beginner. marathon training schedule 12 weeks intermediate. half marathon training schedule 12 weeks. printable half marathon training schedule 12 weeks. half marathon training
schedule 12 weeks beginner. half marathon training schedule 12 weeks intermediate. half marathon training schedule 12 weeks 3 days a week. 1/2 marathon training schedule 12 weeks
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